
US Fellowship Application Questions

For the Global Health Corps US Fellowship application, we require both essay and video submissions to get
to know you as a person, your interests, and what makes you you. The following prompts are included for you
as a preview as you consider applying! Responses should be under 250 words for each question.

Why are you applying to the Global Health Corps US fellowship?

What are 2-3 leadership skills you are currently working on developing?

Tell us about an experience that helped you grow as a leader.

What do you consider to be the most pressing issue in the US global public health
space today?

Video Submission Guidelines

WHY A VIDEO SUBMISSION?
Given the virtual and in-person nature of our fellowship, expressing your story and work through a spoken,
video format allows us to better understand your personality, energy, and passion beyond written prompts.

VIDEO PROMPT
Why do you do what you do?

Answer "Why do you do what you do?" in a 60-second video. Feel free to draw from your work, professional
experiences or personal projects.

Tips: Ensure your video centers around the question, "Why do you do what you do?” We recommend starting
with a brief introduction and then use the remaining time to delve into your story and the factors that led you
to your current professional pursuits.

Reference: Echoing Green



GUIDELINES
● Keep your video 1 minute or shorter; longer submissions will not be accepted.
● Feature only footage of you directly addressing the camera—exclude project visuals, props, or any
additional elements.
● Refrain from adding effects, text, logos, graphics, or slides to your video.
● The video can be recorded using a camera, phone, computer camera, or any available technology. The
quality is not important- the content is!
●When the application opens, upload your video file following technical specifications in the application.
● For technical difficulties during the upload process, promptly contact usfellowship@ghcorps.org for help.

For additional guidance materials and information on the fellowship application, please visit
https://ghcorps.org/what-we-do/u-s-fellowship-program-overview/
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